Quantitative criteria

Education:
792 procedures with "education" string match
409073007 | Education (procedure) | has 976 descendants, used in 79 definitions, avg. age 2006-07-07 08:25:24.9736, 242 concepts changed

Advice:
189 procedures with "advice" string match (advice synonym to recommendation or education)
420227002 | Recommendation to (procedure) | has 88 descendants, used in 46 definitions, avg. age 2002-12-02 13:08:05.3932, 4 concepts changed

Counselling:
177 procedures with "counselling" string match
409063005 | Counseling (procedure) | has 188 descendants, used in 45 definitions, avg. age 2006-05-23 13:34:00.6417, 56 concepts changed